E-List #10
[LGBTQ+ History Month: Groundbreakers, Lawbreakers, Heartbreakers]

Greetings, Friends and Colleagues,
Right on the dot for LGBTQ+ History Month, the gods of good timing have given us
bins of material reflecting LGBTQ cultural contributions, notably in the visual and
verbal arts—but also in many other domains. We’ve dovetailed these new acquisitions
with some longstanding holdings in the field, all presented in this list chronologically
by year of publication, since our lens is history. It’s a list that samples wide swaths of
that history, pre-closet, post-closet, glass closet, no closet, activist, quietist, stoic,
epicurean—you name it. From Way Back When through Near to Now.
A lot of these items are signed. Of particular note is the fact that many of them tell the
story of COVID before COVID, by which we mean the AIDS pandemic—prefiguring,
in nearly every frightening and enraging way, the medical and social antagonisms the
world has been shouting about for the past two years.
This list shows only a portion of our stock tied to LGBTQ+ history: use the search field
on our website with a title, topic, author’s, or artist’s name, or browse our LGBTQ+
category to find more. Enjoy!
The CHB Team

Bacon asks in 1625, "What is truth?" John Aubrey answers worshipfully c.1680, in Brief Lives:
"Bacon was a παιδεραστής. His Ganimeds and favourites tooke bribes."

1. BACON, Francis; Joseph Devey [notes]. Essays
New York: John R. Alden, 1887. Small 12mo (161cm.); publisher's brown pictorial
cloth stamped in black; 217,[1],[6](ads)pp. Light shelf wear, corners gently bumped,
contemporary ownership inscription to front free endpaper, else a Very Good, sound
copy in attractive publisher's cloth binding.
You've already deduced that παιδεραστής = pederast, haven't you? Ah, the
Renaissance!
$30

2. FLEISCHMANN, Hector. Le Cénacle Libertin de Mlle Raucourt (de la ComédieFrançaise)
Paris: Bibliothèque des Curieux, 1912. First Edition. Octavo (22.5cm.); publisher's
decorative paper-covered boards, red gilt morocco spine label, top edge stained red,
decorative endpapers; [8],329pp.; portrait frontispiece, twelve leaves of plates, doublepage illus., including facsimiles throughout. Light shelf wear, spine paper toned, old
glue residue along gutter of rear joint, else Very Good and sound. At head of title page:
"L'Enfer de la Galanterie à la Fin de l'Ancien Régime."
Biography of the life and milieu of the late 18th century actor Marie Antoinette Josèphe
Françoise Saucerotte, otherwise known as Mlle. Raucourt, "The most notorious lesbian
of her day," and one of the most celebrated tragedians of the Comédie-Française in the
decade leading up to the French Revolution. [See Robert Aldrich and Garry
Wotherspoon, "Who's Who in Gay and Lesbian History" (2002), p. 432].
$75

Under-known and under-praised: a political, social, and personal pioneer

3. KELLOR, Frances; Antonia Hatvany [collab.]. Security Against War (Two
Volumes): Volume I International Controversies; Volume II Arbitration, Disarmament,
Outlawry
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1924. First Edition. Octavo; Vol I viii + 435pp +
Annex of pages A-K; Vol II extends pagination through p. 851, including 7 annexes and
index. Mustard dust jackets on both volumes with textual panels front, back, and spine,
printed in brown against Macmillan-logo patterned ground. Both volumes bound in
dark aegean-blue cloth, with blind-stamped rules on front panels, and gilt rules and
stamping on spines. Untrimmed fore-edge on Vol. II only.
Both dust jackets unclipped and soiled with light signs of liquid stains; chipping and
wear at all jacket corners and edges, with jacket spines showing losses both top and
bottom, especially Vol I; mid-spine tear on Vol I, and rear panel tear on Vol II, now
closed and stabilized in mylar. Cloth on both volumes clean, color as new, with only
slight scuffing at nudged spine crowns and feet. Gilding on spines brilliant for both
volumes. Joints as new, with signs of reglued hinges, though textblocks in both
volumes are tight, square, and clean.
Social reformer and journalist Frances Kellor (1873-1952) wrote these volumes as a
response to the international devastation of World War I. They were published during
the height of hope for a functioning League of Nations, and her longstanding
professional research on immigration and the rights of women provides a thematic
focus for many passages.
Before producing these two volumes, Kellor, one of the first women law graduates
from Cornell, had been more intra-nationally focused. In 1904, she published a volume
called "Out of Work" dealing with the acculturation and employment of immigrants to
America, and in 1906 she founded the National League for the Protection of Colored
Women, an association to fight the mistreatment of African American women moving
north in the decades following the end of slavery.
Kellor lived in an unhidden "Boston marriage" from 1905 until her death with fellow
social reformer Mary Dreier—a public relationship that does not seem to have caused
too much harrumphing at the time. History, of course, cannot transmit to us the sidelong
glances and behind-the-back arched brows that Kellor and Dreier may have excited.
Antonia Hatvany was a legal analyst and historian-journalist, about whom we—and
research institutions—would like to know more.
$100

"Then hollow high-heeled steps clattered in the entry, the door opened, closed, and on its accents
Nancy Burke walked into the room. Beneath her small black hat her small white face hung like a
veil with a pattern worked on it of minute mechanical features. She looked at Delia. "You've been
waiting for this all afternoon, I suppose," she said."

4. FLANNER, Janet. The Cubical City
New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1926. First Edition. Octavo. 426 pages. Black cloth
stamped in gilt. Red topstain. Decorative skyline endpapers. Lacks dust jacket. Boards
are worn at extremities with brief exposure and fraying at top of spine. Top corners
slightly bumped and slight lean to spine. Gilt along spine a touch dulled. Binding is
sound. Contemporary ownership inscriptions to preliminaries. Pages otherwise clean
and unmarked.
Flanner was a member of the American expatriate community in Paris and wrote as
"Genet" for the New Yorker from 1925 to 1975. She and her lover, Solita Solano, were
portrayed as "Nip" and "Tuck" in Djuna Barnes' novel Ladies Almanack. Cubical City
is her only published novel.
Cubical City stands out among lesbian modernist novels as it was published two years
before Orlando by Virginia Woolf, The Well of Loneliness by Radclyffe Hall, and
Ladies Almanack by Djuna Barnes. In her paper on Flanner, Professor Rai Peterson
says "the masculine femininity and female masculinity, sometimes described by its
narrator as androgyny in Flanner’s novel are revolutionary and perhaps even more
revealing about queer identity formation than more famous novels of the period which
frankly and straightforwardly described lesbian characters" [Rai Petersen, "Janet
Flanners' 'The Cubical City' and the Life She Left Behind"]
$300

5. COLETTE, [Sidonie-Gabrielle] Colette; Willy [pseud. Henry Gauthier-Villars]; A.
Roubille [illus.]; James Whitall [trans.] Young Lady of Paris
New York: Albert & Charles Boni, 1931. First U.S. Edition. Octavo. 292 pp. Black and
white illustrations. Illustrated dust jacket with $2.50 price present. Magenta boards
stamped in light green and silver. Decorative endpapers.
Dust jacket chipped and worn along edges with a few closed tears, general moderate to
heavy fading, and one patch of amateur tape repair to verso. Boards a touch faded along
edges, with some light, superficial scratches to cloth. Spine cocked. Hinges cracked
with some exposure, but overall binding holding soundly. Bookseller ticket to rear
pastedown. Pages otherwise unmarked.
$100

6. AUDEN, W.H. For the Time Being
New York: Random House, 1944. First American Edition (stated First Printing). Slim
octavo; publisher's cloth-backed boards in pink decorative dust jacket, black topstain;
[4],132pp. Jacket extremities rather chipped and rather brittle, tiny losses at spine ends,
that at foot touching text without loss of meaning, top third of rear panel starting to split
along spine edge, spine panel a shade faded; overall Very Good, internally clean and
sound.
$125

In which W.H. Auden leaves Catullus, Lord Rochester, and your uncle's midnight googling back in
the dust. Way back.

7. AUDEN, W.H. The Platonic Blow
New York: The Dietrich Von Buttfükel Gobble Grope Fellowship and the FUCK YOU
Press [Ed Sanders], 1965. First Edition Thus (limited to 300 copies). Small Quarto
(22x17.5cm); 16pp, a total which includes the self-cover wraps.
"Typeset" on a typewriter, with a couple fancifying touches by hand—there are signs of
a mimeograph somewhere in the process—then reproduced by offset on saddle-stapled
construction-paper weight stock for a limited edition (in this format) of 300 copies.
[Bloomfield and Mendelson, 1972, Appendix II, pp. 366-68]
Our copy is pristine, a remarkable state given the publication's nearly 60 years of age.
The slightest traces of toning are visible in our photograph, much less than in images of
other copies online. There were clearly good reasons for the previous owner of our
copy to keep it out of the light.
W.H. Auden wrote this appallingly and appealingly filthy poem about a casual blow-job
in 1948. It circulated in typescript among Manhattan aficionados until Ed Sanders
published it in 1965 in Vol. 5, No. 8 of his homemade periodical "FUCK YOU: A
Magazine of the Arts." It aroused so much interest that he then republished it, solo, in a
"Trade Edition" of 300—our copy is one of these—a "Rough Trade Edition" of five, a
sealed edition of 3, and a "Turkey Edition" of 2. If you have a copy from any of these
more limited editions, you can retire.
Discretion prevents substantial quotation. Let's just cite the fragment "secret sluices of
his juices" to whet your appetite.
$150

"Torn by his hates and his loves, his conscience and his desires, his fears, his guilts, a man can lock
himself in a grip like death and become a thing like the dead."

8. SMITH, Lillian E. There Are Things to Do
Clayton, GA: South Today, 1943. First Edition, reprinted from Winter Edition of South
Today 1942-1943. Octavo. 12 pages. Side-stapled paper wraps. Covers show light
toning and wear along edges. Secure in binding. Pages clean and unmarked.
Smith was a critic of the Southern United States on racial and gender issues throughout
her adult life. She worked tirelessly educating her fellow Southerners through her
quarterly magazine Pseudopodia, later renamed North Georgia Review, and, finally,
South Today. Smith, with her lifelong partner Paula Snelling, also ran Laurel Falls
Camp which they used as a forum for discussing social issues.
"There are things to do," is a pamphlet written by and for white Southerners on how to
improve race relations in the South. Smith urges her readers to act on several varied
fronts... ceasing the use of racial slurs and epithets, writing to their Governors to urge
them to stop spouting Fascistic statements, and taking "an open stand for democratic
labor unions, realizing that racial justice and strong labor unions are inseparable." The
wartime atmosphere here is clear as well, as Smith sees the catastrophe as an
opportunity to "train our children now to be, not little Nazis, but democratic world
citizens."
Smith, remarkable for her public stance against segregation, was also remarkable for
her private, lifelong lesbian relationship with Paula Snelling. But in the South of
Smith's generation, one battle at a time.
$200

9. BROOKS, Richard. The Brick Foxhole
New York: Harper & Brothers, 1945. Stated First Edition with publisher's D-U code
(April 1945) on copyright. Octavo; ix, [x-xii], 238pp. Illustrated dust jacket with $2.50
price intact; book in brown cloth with black and gilt lettering. Jacket shows a small chip
at top front near spine and a couple clean tears near top front corner (repaired on the
inside with tape), along with several smaller chips and tears along edges, sunning to
spine, and some general scuffs and smudges to surface. Boards bumped at corners and
spine ends, but sturdy and square with bright lettering. Pages a bit toned as expected
from wartime manufacturing requirements, but clean and unmarked. Binding is sound.
First of three novels by Brooks, better known as a screenwriter, director, and producer
on such films as Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, In Cold Blood, Blackboard Jungle, Elmer
Gantry, and others. The Brick Foxhole itself was basis for the 1947 RKO film
Crossfire, adapted by John Paxton and starring Robert Young, Robert Mitchum, Robert
Ryan, and some other people not named Robert, with the central murder's motive
shifted from homophobia to anti-semitism due to the Hays Code's prohibition of
homosexual themes.
[Slide, Anthony. Lost Gay Novels (2003) pp. 38-42]
$150

10. [JEAN COCTEAU] Andre Fraigneau; Vera Traill [trans.]. Cocteau on the Film
New York: Roy Publishers, 1954. First U.S. Edition. Octavo. 140 pages. Black and
white photographs including La Belle et la Bête frontis. Price-clipped photographic dust
jacket. Green boards with spine stamped in gilt.
Dust jacket is chipped along edges with soiling and rubbing throughout, predominantly
to edges. Spine is lightly faded. Some chipping and soiling to edges of boards, though
binding is sound. Soiling to edges of text block and endpapers, though rest of pages are
clean and unmarked.
$30

11. DELANEY, Samuel R.; James White. The Jewels of Aptor [Signed] [Published têtebêche with] Second Ending
New York: Ace Books, Inc., 1962. First Edition. Signed by Delany on title page and
dated "Philadelphia 2001." Mass market paperback. 156pp.; 100 pp. Illustrated wraps.
Ace Double F-173 with original 40 cent price.
Light edgewear and creasing to covers. Spine lightly stained but unbroken. Binding is
sound. Pages toned, but overall clean and unmarked.
Delany's first published novel.
$75

12. DELANY, Samuel R. Nova
Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1968. First Edition, stated. Octavo. 279
pp. Illustrated dust jacket with original $4.95 price present. Black and pink boards
stamped in gilt.
Dust jacket rubbed and creased with general spotting and a 2" tear along bottom edge
front of spine. Stray pen doodle to rear panel. Boards show light shelfwear with general
staining and spotting. Binding is sound. Spotting to top edge of text block and
preliminaries. Pages otherwise unmarked and legible throughout.
$75

Loveman on Crane: “He was the best friend I ever had.”

13. [HART CRANE] Samuel Loveman; Ray C. Longtin; Kirby Congdon and Jay Socin
[eds.]. Hart Crane: A Conversation with Samuel Loveman
New York: Interim Books, 1964. First Edition (limited to 500 copies). Octavo
(23x15.5cm); 24pp. The volume is illustrated with a portrait of Crane and a
reproduction of Crane’s personal bookplate, both by the architect William Lescaze, as
well as a sketch of Crane, fully nude and standing frontally, by friend Gaston Lachaise.
[Schwartz and Schweik, B3, p. 89]
Graphic cover wrapper on saddle-stapled volume. A hint of even toning, though
original paper stock was a slightly ecru off-white. Copy otherwise impeccable, As
New.
Volume contains a photographic reproduction and transcript of the manuscript of the
poem “The Alert Pillow,” found among the Crane papers at Columbia. The main body
of the volume is a lengthy interview with the bookseller Samuel Loveman, a close
friend of Crane; with an additional brief essay by Ray Longtin.
Loveman talks without embarrassment about Crane's frequent sexual and alcoholic
mishaps, which included suffering from gay-bashing and run-ins with the police for his
attempts, successful and otherwise, to pick up sailors. A remarkable conversation for a
1964 publication.
$50

14. CRANE, Hart; Malcolm Cowley [intro.]; Richard Benson [photography]. GREEN,
Horace. The Bridge: A Poem [Limited Edition, Signed by the Photographer]
New York: Limited Editions Club, 1981. First Thus, Limited to 2000 copies of which
this is no. 1660. Folio (31cm.); publisher's full grey cloth, spine lettered in blue,
glassine dust jacket, housed in papier-peint slipcase designed by Carol Blinn, matching
papier-peint endpapers; xx,[2],70pp; photographic frontispiece, four leaves of
photographs, including one double-paged. Glassine jacket very lightly chipped at
extremities and spine panel toned, light scuffing and a few tiny paper flaws to slipcase,
else Fine in Very Good or better jacket and slipcase. Signed by the photographer on
colophon.
$100

"But you can't fool a dirty old man; he isn't sentimental about Young Love; he knows just how much
it's worth—a great deal, but not everything."

15. ISHERWOOD, Christopher. A Single Man
New York: Simon and Schuster. 1964. First Edition, First Printing, First State, showing
noted misprint of "it" for "is" on line 4 of p. 72. Small Octavo (20x13.5x2cm); 187pp.
Color-block dustjacket with portrait of Isherwood on backside by Isherwood's partner,
Don Bachardy. Black cloth with blind front panel stamping; spine lettering in silver and
blue. Persimmon topstain.
Unclipped jacket shows spine sunning and very small rubs to corners and edges.
Textblock unmarked and unmarred, apart from faint delimited foxing on front
endpapers caused by bookplate adhesive.
The bookplate by Rockwell Kent is one of his most famous designs, showing an
ecstatic running male nude. It was originally printed with the first owner's name,
"Norman George," below the image; we can just make out the name under the black ink
bar drawn over it by a subsequent owner.

This is the novel on which Tom Ford's 2009 film of the same name was based, swelling
actor Colin Firth's adulation among single men and most everyone else.
$75

Isherwood in the third (or maybe fourth or fifth) person: "Wystan [Auden] introduced Christopher
[the author] to the psychic lady at the British Embassy who had told him, during his earlier visit,
that there wouldn't be a European war in 1938."

16. ISHERWOOD, Christopher. Christopher and His Kind: 1929-1939 [Signed]
London: Eyre Methuen, 1977 (copyrighted by Isherwood in 1976). First Edition.
Signed on title page. Octavo (24x16x2cm); 252pp.
Jacket with young Isherwood photographed by Humphrey Spender on the front; older
Isherwood drawn by his lover Don Bachardy on the back. Brown boards with gilt spine
stamping. Mustard topstain.
Jacket spine and edges have been sunned into a paler, somewhat greener shade of the
original dark mustard ground. Both unclipped jacket and textblock otherwise
impeccable.
Published without an index, which means that every page provides the surprise of
running into W.H. Auden, or E.M. Forster, or a model for the protagonist of A Single
Man, or for all the characters in Cabaret—as well as all the Brits, Germans, Americans,
socialites, sexualists, and superstars in between.
$400

"The story of the Furies is the story of strong, powerful women, the 'Angry Ones', the avengers of
matricide, the protectors of women."

17. BERSON, Ginny; Herlaine Harris, et al. The Furies: Lesbian / Feminist Monthly
(January 1972, Vol. 1, Issue 1)
Washington, DC: Furies Collective, 1972. 16.5" x 11.5"; 16 pages. Folded. Newsprint
printed in black with black and white illustrations and advertisements.
The Furies were a short-lived but influential lesbian separatist group modeled after the
Black Panthers and Weathermen. The group maintained that a global revolution could
be started by small, local activist groups free from dependence on men. The group
operated out of 219 11th St SE in Washington, D.C., and the house was the first
lesbian-related historic landmark in the capital.
Pages toned along edges and central horizontal fold, but with no tears or marks.
Remarkably clean, solid, complete, and carefully preserved.
$125

"I never care to go to Confession in anything that’s tight.”

18. [Ronald Firbank] Brigid Brophy. Prancing Novelist: A Defense of Fiction in the
Form of a Critical Biography in Praise of Ronald Firbank
London: Macmillan, 1973. First Edition. Large octavo (24cm.); publisher's cloth in
pictorial dust jacket; xv,[1],592pp.; four leaves of photographic illus. printed on rectos
and versos. Minor edge wear and wrinkling to dust jacket, old price sticker to front flap,
small square of glue residue at jacket spine foot verso faintly showing through to
exterior; boards rubbed along edges and nudged at spine ends, opens flatly to center and
between a few gatherings but binding still holding soundly.
$55

Greek gods in Arrow shirts

19. SCHAU, Michael. J.C. Leyendecker
New York: Watson-Guptill Publications, 1974. First Edition. Quarto (31x24x2.5cm);
208pp, including chronology and index. Densely illustrated with reproductions of
Leyendecker's story images, posters, advertisements, and magazine covers.
Off-white flecked cloth with red metallic stamping on spine and front panel; front panel
shows Leyendecker's trademark monogram. Volume is very clean, though with signs of
normal perusal. Metallic lettering on spine shows some minor losses. Textblock
impeccable, unmarred and unmarked.
J.C. Leyendecker (1874-1951) is the famous, nearly notorious, inventor of the "Arrow
Shirt Man," the masculine and masculist parallel to the decade-by-decade evolving "It
Girls" of the 20s, 30s, 40s, and 50s. Leyendecker's model for the pin-up in the Arrow
shirts was his paramour, Charles Beach, whose form—most notably his chin—provided
the template for every rower, football-player, dandy, student, and Gatsby-like socialite
Leyendecker ever depicted. Leyendecker's images of him have, currently, found a
second life electrifying the covers of LGBTQ-oriented anthologies, studies, and other
publications.
A bit of pleasant lore from US periodical history—with some serious scholarly support
—has it that Leyendecker did 322 covers for the Saturday Evening Post, and that
Norman Rockwell halted himself at 321 Post covers out of respect for Leyendecker's
mentorship. True? Perhaps just true . . . enough. In any case, Leyendecker’s visual
obsessions were in a domain far, far, far from Rockwell-land.
$35

20. HOCKNEY, David; Henry Geldzahler [intro.]; Nikos Stangos [ed.]. David Hockney
New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Publishers, 1977. First U.S. Edition. Quarto. 312
pages. 434 illustrations, including 60 full color plates. Illustrated dust jacket. Green
boards stamped in gilt.
Dust jacket shows very light wear to corners and some light rubbing to rear panel.
Boards are gently worn along bottom edge. Binding is sound. Some light stains to
edges of text block but pages otherwise clean and unmarked.
$75

Gombrowicz on his own private operetta: "I don’t know who I really am, but suffer when I am
deformed. So at least I know what I am not. My self is nothing but my will to be myself."

21. [WITOLD GOMBROWICZ] Jerzy Czerniawski. Teatr Dramatyczny: Operetka /
Operetta [a Gombrowiczian "fanny" in close-up]
Text on poster: Teatr Dramatyczny M. St. Warszawy // Operetka [the play Operetta] //
Witold Gombrowicz. Date: 1980. Height x width: 98.5cm x 67cm (38.75” x 26.5”).
Printing information: lower right corner: WZGraf. Zam. 2088. O-5. N. 1000 egz.
Condition: About a dozen small (1cm) vertical tears at bottom edge and some general
crumpling, now flattened; 0.25” x 1” chip lacking.
Poster artist Czerniawski studied at the State College of Plastic Arts in Wrocław. His
work in graphics, illustration, painting, and stage design brought him into close
association with the Polish counter-culture movements of the 1970s, and he would
eventually receive multiple awards in Poland and the United States for his posters.
Playwright, novelist, and diarist Witold Gombrowicz (1904-1969), Polish nominee for
the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1966, writer in exile for most of his career—first in
Argentina, then in France—is most known for his sardonically absurdist novels
Ferdydurke, Trans-Atlantyk, and Pornografia, and for the three volumes of his Diaries.
Operetka, which this glorious poster advertises by means of Gombrowicz’s repeated
trope of the human rear end—conventionally translated as the “fanny” by
Gombrowiczians—is not an operetta at all. It is, rather, a goofily grotesque and
unsettling play about a fictional royal family in a fictional European court whose
nonsensically cynical behaviors are so like those of the cartoonish caricatures in late
19th and early 20th century operettas that one might as well just call them that.
What is now seen as the height of Poland’s poster creativity was a paradoxical byproduct of the height of Communist Party control over public messaging related to the
arts and cultural endeavors from the mid-1940s to almost the end of the century. What
had been, before the war, and dating back as early as the mid-19th century, florid and
often text-heavy formats, where fonts and textual layout bore a predominant or equal
burden with imagery in conveying information, yielded in the five decades after World
War II to the primacy of the image on its own. Visuals became mischievous, allegorical,
satiric, and parabolic, and so fantastically creative that they could make innumerable
apolitical or counterpolitical appeals while eluding the specific controls of verbal
censorship.
$200

22. DOTY, M.R. Doty [pseud. of Mark and Ruth Doty] The Empire of Summer
Birmingham: Thunder City Press, 1981. Stated First Printing. Limited to 300 copies.
Octavo; 56 pages. Photo-illustrated paper wraps. Covers lightly edgeworn with a few
scuffs, smudges, and one small dent to surface, but with no chips or tears. Dent extends
to first seven or so pages, but not involving text. Binding is sound and pages
unmarked.
The last of three early books co-authored with Doty's then-wife Ruth and published
under a joint pseudonym. The couple divorced during the publication year, as Doty
continued to discover and embrace his sexuality. A profile in Ploughshares by Mark
Wunderlich describes these early books as ones "to which [Doty] no longer feels an
allegiance," and most sources now consider his solo 1987 collection Turtle, Swan as
Doty's debut.
$150

23. CAPOTE, Truman; Sandra Higashi [illus.]. Miriam [Signed]
Mankato: Creative Education, 1982. First Separate Edition. Signed by the author
without inscription on full title. Octavo; 40pp. Illustrations throughout. Illustrated
purple boards. No dust jacket, as issued. Boards are sturdy and square with very faint
signs of shelfwear. Note from previous bookseller in pencil (claiming "Less than 15
were signed") in pencil on front free endpaper, else pages unmarked. Binding is sound.
First standalone publication of an early short story by Capote, originally appearing in
Mademoiselle in 1945 when Capote was 19 years old and earning him an O. Henry
Prize for Best First-Published Story the following year.
$350

"On December 4th [1988], ACT UP/LA reached its first birthday. As this newsletter goes to print,
ACT UP/LA will celebrate this anniversary with a joyous party on December 16th at Trouper's
Hall."

24. ACT UP Los Angeles; Enric Morello [ed.]. ACT UP Los Angeles Newsletter of the
Aids Coalition to Unleash Power November/December 1988, Vol. 1, No. 9
Los Angeles: ACT UP Los Angeles, 1988. First Edition. Twelve self-covered pages on
six bifold sheets; individual page size of 8 1/2" x 11." Newsletter was originally folded
in half and stapled for mailing; staple holes remain, as does first class stamp (25 cents)
and mailing label to "Peace and Freedom Party" agent Casey Peters in Los Angeles.
A complete and clean copy of ACT UP's newsletter from its busy, rapidly growing, and
righteously angry first year. This issue features—remarkably and movingly—a résumé
of the 6 December 1988 meeting when activists gathered to demand the creation of an
AIDS unit at the LA County/USC Hospital. This was seven years into the epidemic,
two years after Rock Hudson's death, and no specialized AIDS unit had yet been
created. The issue also has a second important historical review by John Fall of ACT
UP's work during its first fledgling year to raise concern within the citizenry at large
about the devastation of AIDS.
Do the denial and delay sound familiar, O Ye Children of the Reign of Trump?
$45

This copy has remained pristine much, much longer than 15 minutes. Warhol would be appalled.

25. [ANDY WARHOL] Kynaston McShine [ed.]; Richard Oldenburg [fwd.]. Andy
Warhol: A Retrospective
New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1989. First Edition. Quarto (29x25x4cm); 480pp,
including bibliography and index. Decorative pop-art binding in coated paper.
Dustjacket of stiff clear acetate with screened images of Warhol front and back.
Both acetate jacket and volume itself are impeccable. Textblock unmarred and
unmarked. Uncommon in retail with pristine—which is to say, uncrimped, untorn,
unsunned, unbedeviled—acetate jacket, as with this copy.
Official catalog of the blockbuster 1989 Warhol exhibit, at once a retrospective and
revival of the Warhol reputation. Richard Oldenburg, then director of MOMA, who
wrote the Foreword, is the brother of artist Claes Oldenburg.
$125

"It's to a timeless place I wish to return, to the place in your heart where I hope always to belong."

26. GOMEZ, Jewelle. The Gilda Stories: A Novel [Signed]
Ithaca: Firebrand Books, 1991. Later Printing. Signed and inscribed: "Jane, enjoy the
journey! XO / Jewelle Gomez 4.14.02." Illustrated card covers, with a photograph of
Gomez's great aunt, Effie Johnson, on the front and of the author on the back. Octavo
(21.5x14x1.5cm); 252pp. Both cover and textblock impeccable, As New.
A novel, as opposed to an anthology of stories, this lesbian feminist take on
longstanding vampire tropes and tales is by the self-described "foremother of
Afrofuturism." Gomez was also, with her partner, one of the litigants who became
foremothers of the legal right for same-sex couples to marry in California. The Gilda
Stories won the Lamda Award in both the Lesbian Scifi/Fantasy/Horror and Lesbian
Fiction categories in 1992.
$100

"He wants to see us, we're helping him, we have to do it the way he wants, he fell down yesterday
on the way to the bathroom, he mustn't be told about Max (but he already knew, according to
Donny), it's getting worse."

27. SONTAG, Susan & Howard Hodgkin. The Way We Live Now [Signed]
London: Jonathan Cape Ltd., 1991. First Edition. Signed by Sontag on title page.
Octavo (24.5x18.5x1cm); 32 pages with four tipped-in Hodgkin reproductions, two of
them double-spreads, one a three-panel gatefold, one a four-panel gatefold, and
additional Hodgkin endpapers. Illustrated card wrappers over sewn gatherings.
Wrappers, textblock, and tipped-in art impeccable, As New.
This Sontag-Hodgkin collaboration was produced to support AIDS charities in the
United Kingdom and the United States. The Sontag story reprinted here describes the
comings and goings, reactions, griefs, and misbehaviors, of a New York City circle as
its members support a friend dying of AIDS.
$100

"Sometimes it gets dark in here behind these eyes I feel like the physical equivalent of a scream. If I
die of AIDS—forget burial—just drop my body on the steps of the F.D.A."

28. WOJNAROWICZ, David. Memories that Smell Like Gasoline
San Francisco: Artspace Books, 1992. Stated First Edition. Small Octavo (21x16x1cm);
61pp. Twenty-one medically and sexually explicit drawings. Illustrated hardcovers.
Covers and textblock impeccable, As New. The volume seems to have never been fully
opened. We have positioned it carefully for the photographs to avoid undoing the
binding's crispness.
David Wojnarowicz (1954-1992) offers three tales that combine his memoirs and, it
seems, his dreams, peppered with explicit drawings. They describe the hustling life,
begun at a very young age, that would eventually lead to his death from AIDS. He is
part of that lost generation—lost not through feckless moping, but through medical and
pandemic disaster—that included Mark Morrisroe, Keith Haring, Robert Mapplethorpe,
and countless others.
The volume is formatted in the standard Artspace way, like a children's book, with the
pre-printed "This book belongs to . . . " field on the front pastedown. That format, in
itself, points up the horror of swatting off the seriousness of a pandemic. Are you
listening, citizens of 2021?
$100

"I want a language without pronouns. Yes I do. I want to come before gender. Yes, yes I do."

29. HORN, Roni; Nancy Spector. Roni Horn [Tilburg Exhibition of "Pair Field" and
"To Place"]
Tilburg: De Pont Museum of Contemporary Art, 1994. First Edition (of 1000 copies).
Quarto (27x21.5x1cm); 80pp. Twenty-seven color images of Horn's installations and
photographs, with additional writings by Horn presented as visual objects. Text in both
English and Dutch.
Photographic stiff card wrappers. Volume would be Near Fine but for a scrape (2cm) to
the color on the right vertical edge of the spine. Card spine itself uncreased and
uncracked. Sewn gatherings. Textblock unmarred and unmarked.
This is the catalog published for the Horn exhibit in Tilburg from 5 March to 3 July
1994.
$100

“For a six-week period I traveled with Margrét throughout Iceland. We went from pool to pool.”

30. HORN, Roni. Roni Horn: You Are the Weather [Inscribed and Signed]
Zurich: Scalo, 1997. First Edition. Slim quarto (28.5cm.); publisher's white photoillustrated paper-covered boards; [130]pp.; one hundred color and half-tone
photographs, all close-up portraits of a woman's face "[rising] again and again from the
hot waters of Iceland." Corners a bit bumped, else Near Fine. Inscribed and signed by
the photographer on title page to Brenda Richardson, at the time curator of the
Baltimore Museum of Art: "April 17/97 / for Brenda / with love and weather / Roni."
Exhibition catalog of Roni Horn's first photographic cycle featuring the face of a young
woman named Margrét, all taken between July and August, 1995, in various Icelandic
geothermal pools.
$150

"I made the photograph of Felix a few hours after his death. He is arranged to receive visitors, and
his favorite objects are gathered about him. Felix suffered from extreme wasting, and at the time of
his death his eyes could not be closed: there was not enough flesh left on the bone. These bodies are
our houses."

31. BRONSON, AA; Friedrich Tietjen [ed.]. Secession: AA Bronson 1969-2000
[Signed and inscribed]
Vienna: Wiener Secession, 2000. First Edition. Laid-in note signed and inscribed: "Dear
Brenda—I wanted you to have the catalogue of my new (solo!) work. Best regards, AA
Bronson." Quarto (30x21cm); 40pp. Photographs throughout. All text in parallel
German and English. Black card covers over sewn gatherings. Title and author's name
printed in black on black on front cover—somewhat discernible in our photographs.
Both cover and textblock impeccable, Near Fine.
Vancouver-born AA Bronson, né Michael Tims in 1946, was the founder in Toronto in
1969 of the artistic trio "General Idea" with Felix Partz and Jorge Zontal, both of whom
died of AIDS in 1994. This catalog of Bronson's autobiographical solo work contains a
doublespread of the posthumous photograph Bronson made of Felix Partz on 5 June
1994. De profundis.
The laid-in presentation note is to Brenda Richardson, leading advocate for insider art,
outsider art, and allsider art who served as chief curator and formidable deputy director
at the Baltimore Museum of Art for almost 25 years.
$75

32. CHEE, Alexander. Edinburgh
New York: Welcome Rain, 2001. First Edition (stated). Octavo. 212 pp. Illustrated dust
jacket. Blue boards stamped in gilt.
Unclipped dust jacket is lightly rubbed along edges with a touch of toning to verso.
Bookseller sticker to rear panel. Very light shelfwear to bottom edge of boards and light
sunning to top edge. Binding is sound and pages unmarked.
Debut novel from the author of The Queen of the Night and How to Write an
Autobiographical Novel.
$75

"Jamie: Public schoolboy type . . . Discreet service for discerning men."

33. GILBERT & GEORGE. New Horny Pictures
London: White Cube 2, 2001. First Edition. Oblong Quarto (30x42cm); unpaginated,
but the number was texted to us: [12pp]. Sixteen works reproduced in full color.
Saddle-stapled giant brochure-catalog of the exhibition of the same name shown at the
London gallery White Cube Hoxton Square from 2 June to 15 July 2001. Signs of
polite perusal, but altogether clean and bright; pages unmarred and unmarked.
For this exhibit, Gilbert & George compiled tables of gay male personal ads arrayed in
rows. Only G&G know how fictive the ads may not be. They begin as mechanical,
repetitive Bergsonian comedy but add up to a tender, ongoing recognition of the
humanity of the whole personal ads process.
Gilbert & George appear throughout as stiff doyens of the entire enterprise. They are
astute marketers, having calibrated this compilation to be polite enough that you need
not hide it when the in-laws come.
$100

"But his friends learned to know Marsden better before many years elapsed. Among them all, he
was easily the loneliest."

34. [MARSDEN HARTLEY] Elizabeth Mankin Kornhauser [ed.], et al. Marsden
Hartley
Hartford and New Haven: Wadsworth Atheneum and Yale University Press, 2002. First
Edition. Quarto (30x25x2cm); xviii + 334pp, including chronology, index, and essayspecific bibliographies. Illustrated in color throughout, with many rarely reproduced
Hartley works; additional documentary photographs.
Glossy coated illustrated card wrappers, with full-depth French flaps. Wrappers show
slightest signs of shelfwear; textblock impeccable, Near Fine.
This is the catalog for the Hartley exhibit at the Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford from
17 January to 20 April 2003, and traveling afterward to Washington, D.C. and Kansas
City.
$50

35. ABELOVE, Henry. Deep Gossip [Signed and Inscribed]
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2003. First Edition with full numberline.
Signed by the author with brief inscription on full title. Octavo (8.75" x 5.75"); xviii,
104p. Photo-illustrated dustjacket over gray paper-covered boards with black lettering
to spine. Jacket is clean and crisp with no chips, tears, or marks. Front board lightly
curved, else covers are clean, sturdy, and square. Binding is sound and pages unmarked.
Not ex-library.
$35

"Shocking! Lurid! The Insult that Turned a CHUMP into a CHAMP! The Forbidden Secrets of Sex
are Daringly Revealed! Don't Be Half a Man!"

36. McDERMOTT & McGOUGH [David McDermott & Peter McGough]; Robert
Rosenblum [ED.]. A True Story Based On Lies
New York: Cheim & Read, 2006. First Edition, limited to 1000 copies. Octavo
(25.5x18cm); 36pp. Thirteen color full-page reproductions, including four doublespreads. Opening night invitation card laid in, printed with invitation on recto, full-page
color reproduction on verso.
Saddle-stapled format, sized like a comic book, with illustrated card covers. Laid-in
invitation on heavy card. Covers, textblock, and invitation all impeccable, As New.
McDermott & McGough have had, on the New York scene, a stature comparable to (if
in a somewhat lower key than) Gilbert & George in London, and Pierre & Gilles in
Paris—though M&M's work has always been more jollifying than G&G's or P&G's.
This is the catalog of their show at the Cheim & Read Gallery, running from 12 January
to 11 February 2006.
(M&M. G&G. P&G. C&R—not to be confounded with C&M. The gay art world may
run out of ampersands soon. Click & go while you still can. Over & out.)
$70

Voyeurizing voyeurism

37. YOSHIYUKI, Kohei. The Park
Berlin: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2007. First Edition. Oblong Quarto (22.5x31x2cm); 128pp.
Sixty-two B&W plates. Photographic dustjacket. Black boards with white lettering on
spine and front panel. Both jacket and volume impeccable, Near Fine.
Yoshiyuki took flash and infrared photos of people having public sex in three major
urban parks in Japan in the 1970s, specializing in both homo- and heterosexual flavors.
The results are not so much about furtive copulation—though that is clearly occurring
—as about those who gather around, less furtively, to watch. Voyeuristically and
vicariously.
This is the catalog for the Yoshiyuki show at the Yossi Milo Gallery in New York City,
held from 6 September to 20 October 2007.
$85

"As I recall, I was dressed in full drag. I am in my all-black outfit: black skirt, black blouse over my
corset, black fishnet stockings and four-inch heels, studded collar. My eyebrows are plucked and my
lashes are a good half-inch long."

38. DAVIS, Carlton. Bipolar Bare: My Life's Journey With Mental Disorder—A
Memoir [Inscribed and Signed]
N.p.: BookSurge, 2009. First Edition. Octavo (23cm.); publisher's purple pictorial card
wrappers; xi,[1],393pp.; illus.
A hint of wear and dust-soil, else Near Fine. Inscribed by the author on title page: "To
Nyle, 06/20/09. You will recognize Ginger in this book. Carl" with signature "Carlton
Davis" separately below. Memoir by the Los Angeles artist and architect; uncommon.
$25

39. KELLY, Ellsworth; Johanna Burton [essay]. Ellsworth Kelly: Diagonal
New York: Matthew Marks Gallery, 2009. First Edition. Quarto. Unpaginated. Color
photographs. Photographic dust jacket. Dark gray boards stamped in black.
Dust jacket lightly rubbed along edges. Binding is sound. Very slight chipping along
bottom edge of text block, but overall pages clean and unmarked.
$75
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